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Executive Summary
The Burren Life Programme (BLP), rebranded in 2015 from the Burren Farming for Conservation
Programme (BFCP), is a pioneering agri-environmental programme which aims to conserve and
support the heritage, environment and communities of the Burren. It is based on the findings of the
BurrenLIFE Project (2005-2010) and is jointly funded by the National Parks and Wildlife Service (of the
Dept. of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (DAHG)) and the Dept. of Agriculture, Food and the Marine
(DAFM). The BLP is managed, under contract with NPWS, by High Nature Value Services Ltd, in
Carron.
The BLP began in May 2010. This report summarises the progress of the BLP in 2015, its sixth year of
operation. The report also presents summary data from the past six years of the BLP which attest to
the strong growth and positive environmental and socio-economic impact of the programme in the
Burren.
Areas under management: The total area currently covered by the BLP is 14,546ha, which equates to
47.9% of the three main N2000 sites in the Burren (Table 1) and includes 1,298ha of Public land. The
average area of SAC & Annex I habitat per farm was 93.5ha, but only 59.9% of this area is deemed
‘eligible for payment’ under BPS rules (and thus for payment under BLP).
The number of farmers participating in the BLP in Year 6 was 156, two less than in the previous year.
BLP Area (ha)

SAC size (ha)

% SAC in BLP

BLP total

14,586.41*

30,462

47.88

Black Head – Poulsallagh SAC

2,527.8

5,572

45.36

Moneen Mountain SAC

3,971.37

6,070

65.43

East Burren Complex SAC

7,692.03

18,820

40.87

Table 1. Areas (ha) of the three main Natura 2000 (SAC) sites within the BLP
(* this overall area includes 346ha of non-SAC Annex I land and 49.4ha of other SAC land)
Funding: The total amount approved for payment (by BLP team) to BLP farmers for their 2015 plans
was €950,928.58. This equates to an average payment per farm of €6,096 (range €786 to €15,000), or
a payment per (digitised) hectare of €65.2(not allowing for any additional DAFM deductions).
An estimated €5.88m has been paid to Burren farmers over the 6 years of the BLP, equating to
€6,586 per farmer per annum on average (also not allowing for any additional DAFM deductions).
BLP Payments continue to be issued under three measures - Measure 1 (M1): Management of species
rich grassland; Measure 2 (M2): Site enhancement works and Measure 3 (M3): Protection of
designated land and other areas of Annex I habitat. Most (c.92%) of the budget is spent on M1
(increasingly) and M2, with only 8.2% going to M3 (mostly to farmers not in AEOS or GLAS) (Table 2).
Year 6
Payment

Year 5
Payment

Year 4
Payment

Year 3
Payment

Year 2
Payment

Year 1
Payment

Total

€950,929

€1,044,222

€1,059,304

€1,147,007

€958,371

€639,385

Measure

€516,060

€494,686

€481,097

€485,872

€ 420,402

€295,657
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1

(54.3%)

(47.3%)

(45.4%)

(42.4%)

(43.9%)

(46.2%)

Measure
2

€356,920
(37.5%)

€456,752
(43.7%)

€511,386
(48.3%)

€545,048
(47.5%)

€ 482,688
(50.4%)

€303,330
(47.4%)

Measure
3

€77,948
(8.2%)

€92,784
(8.9%)

€66,821
(6.3%)

€116,371
(10.1%)

€ 55,181
(5.8%)

€40,398
(6.3%)

Table 2. Payments made in Years 1-6 of the BLP under the three Programme Measures (as a % of
total)
Measure 1 (M1) The M1 payment for the ‘management of species rich grassland’ is based on an
annual site assessment of habitat condition (based on 9 criteria) by the BLP farm advisor (overseen by
the BLP team). Each SAC/Annex I field is given a score from 0-10. In Year 6 of BLP, 1,029 fields
(7,321ha eligible, c12,200ha digitised) were ‘scored’ by farm advisors and/or BLP staff. On the basis of
these annual assessments, €516,060 was paid to farmers, an average allocation of €3,308 per farm.
Analysis of the data shows a gradual but significant improvement in M1 scores between Years 1 and 6
(Fig. 1). This bar chart shows that the percentage area of land with ‘high’ scores (8, 9, 10) is, in
general, increasing at the expense of areas with ‘low’ and ‘medium’ scores (1-7), indicating an overall
improvement in site condition and, under this ‘pay for performance’ measure, farm income.

Figure 1. Comparison of M1 scores (by % of total M1 area per score) between 2010 and 2015.
Over the past 6 years of the BLP, a total of €2,693,775 has been spent on Measure 1, c.45.8% of the
total payments made under the Programme. Looking at the average M1 score across all farms as a
percentage of the max M1 available, it is interesting to note the gradual, positive year on year
improvement: 2011 (64.93%), 2012 (67.23%), 2013 (68.75%), 2014 (70.96%), 2015 (73.1%).
Measure 2 (M2): M2 works are nominated and co-funded by the farmer. These works help the farmer
address the agri-environmental needs of his/her land and potentially increase the M1 score on the
land. This farmer-led approach to farm planning is central to the success of the BLP as it results in
bespoke plans for every farm, as well as a higher standard of work. The BLP team works closely with
farmers and advisors to ensure all work is completed to a high standard, payments being withheld
otherwise.
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Within M2, a total of 1,137 separate jobs were planned in Year 6, though only 1,005 eventually
completed - averaging 6.4 jobs per plan at an overall cost of €356,920. A breakdown of the M2 budget
based on general work type is shown in Table 3 below. Scrub removal remains the main M2 task
planned – 32.6ha removed, including 25.35km of paths at a cost of €200,392. However, this is well
down on 2014 scrub work (42.3ha, 38.7km paths, €270k budget). Other tasks such as stone wall repair
(20.1km plus 9.7km wire fencing), gate installation (108 gates) and water provision maintained or
increased uptake (see Column 3 of Table 5). However, in general M2 spend was significantly down in
2015 (€48k, 25% less than 2014 figure) due in part to very poor winter weather.
Farmers contributed 25%, 50% or 75% to the cost of each M2 task, amounting to an additional
estimated input into the BLP from the farming sector of €193,853 in Year 6. This equates to an
effective Year 6 M2 spend of €550,773, some 35.2% of which is funded by participating farmers
through co-funding of Measure 2 works, further testimony to the excellent value for money provided
by BLP.
Measure 2
Work
Category

Paid in
2015
(Year 6)

% of
M2
Year 6

% of
M2
Year 5

% of
M2
Year 4

% of
M2
Year 3

% of
M2
Year 2

% of
M2
Year 1

Scrub
Removal

€200,392

56.1

59.1

70.3

70.6

61.1

44.3

75%

Stone wall
repair and
fencing

€75,608

21.2

16.7

12.1

12.1

14.8

19.7

50-75%

Water
Provision

€26,836

7.5

7.5

6.7

6.6

11.1

15.2

50%

Access
Tracks

€15,402

4.3

7.9

4.4

3.6

5.7

5.8

25%

Gate
installation

€17,143

4.8

4.0

2.5

4.3

4.1

7.3

50-63%

Habitat
Restoratio
n

€14,806

4.2

3.0

1.4

0.8

2.0

4.8

75%

Feeding
equipment

€6,732

1.9

1.8

2.6

2.0

1.3

2.9

25-50%

Total

Funding
Rate

€356,920

Table 3. Year 6 Measure 2 Payments per category and M2 percentage breakdown Years 1-6
M2 Cumulative Impact
Since its inception in 2010, €2,656,124 has been spent on M2 works which amounts to c.45.2% of
total BLP budget. The main investment has been in tackling invasive hazel and blackthorn scrub:
€1.64m, equating to c.62% of all M2 funding, was spent on the removal of 240.7 ha of scrub from
species rich grasslands and the reopening of 162.6km of new paths to facilitate livestock movement
and herding (Table 4).
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Measure 2 Work Category

Total budget, Year 1- 6 (€)

% of Total M2 spend, Year 1-6

Scrub Removal

1,643,973

61.9%

Wall repair & fencing

410,747

15.5%

Water Provision

230,480

8.7%

Vehicle Access Tracks

138,847

5.2%

Gate installation

113,857

4.3%

Habitat Restoration

64,183

2.4%

Feed equipment

54,037

2.0%

Total

2,656,124

Table 4. Budget spend per M2 Work Category over the entire programme period (2010-2015)
Aside from scrub work, there has been a significant investment of €1.012m in other farm
infrastructure which will have a lasting impact beyond the life of the BLP. Works include (Table 5):
109km of stone wall repaired, 32.3km of additional wire fencing erected, 703 new gates hung, 439
water troughs and 76 water storage tanks installed, 180 feed troughs and 128 feed bins purchased,
20.8km of new vehicle access tracks constructed, 32km of existing track upgraded or repaired, as well
as 127 habitat restoration jobs completed.
Measure 2 Works

Total

Year 6

Year 5

Year 4

Year 3

Year 2

Year 1

Area of Scrub removed –
not incl. paths (ha)

240.74

26.85

32.7

51.99

61.43

44.16

23.59

Scrub pathways (m)

162,609

25,354

38,674

37,384

32,365

21,600

7,231

Area of scrub stumptreated (ha)

181.29

28.1

30.1

45.5

38.2

24

15.3

Stone wall repair (m)

109,213

20,108

21,875

14,992

16,867

18,833

16,538

Wire fencing (m)

32,297

9,712

4,239

5,844

5,111

5,991

1,400

Gate installation (no.)

703

108

108

88

135

122

142

Water Troughs (no.)

439

56

65

53

61

93

111

Water storage tanks (no.)

76

11

12

8

13

15

17

Feed Troughs (no.)

180

7

28

16

29

34

66

Feed Bins (no.)

128

10

19

22

17

24

36

New Access Tracks (m)

20,845

1,412

5,731

3,049

3,339

5,714

1,600

Upgrade Access Tracks (m)

32,082

6,238

9,577

4,915

2,604

3,764

4,984

127

24

21

24

19

19

20

Habitat Restoration Jobs
(n)

Table 5. Works done per M2 Work Category per year and over the entire programme period
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Adding the estimated M2 co-funding by farmers of €1.52m to the €2.66m paid out means that c.
€4.2m worth of M2 work has now been completed under the BLP. The average drawdown of the
maximum available M2 budget has declined from c.63% in 2011 to 42.7% in 2015. This is as a result of
less work being planned by farmers, the reasons for which vary from farm to farm. An additional
factor was the extremely wet winter of 2015 which greatly reduced completion levels of planned
work.
Measure 3 (M3) €77,948 was paid under M3 in Year 6 (8.2% of budget) down from Year 5 by c.15k
(16%). This reduction was largely as a result of M3 payments being discontinued from Sept 1st 2015 as
they can henceforth be covered through GLAS. Over the past 6 years of the BLP, a total of €449,503
has been spent on Measure 3, c.7.6% of the total payments made under the BLP. (Note: 1.4% of BLP
budget was spent on once-off payments to farmers for farm planning and for hosting farm demo
events).
Farm plans were prepared for each farmer in Year 6 by one of 10 trained advisors (one less than in
2014). Four advisors drafted almost 75% of all plans. BLP farm advisors undertook refresher training in
2015 and were provided with updated digital resources for the planning year.
The main work of the BLP team in Year 6 has been assisting in the compilation of the 156 farm plans,
ensuring that all planned works deliver positive environmental impact and value for money, that they
are legally compliant and that they are completed to a high standard. The team, composed of 5 staff
members (2 full-time and 3 part-time which equates to 4 full-time staff), also organised training
events for farmers and advisors, hosted numerous study groups, spoke at several conferences and
workshops, helped organise a highly successful conference on High Nature Value farming. The BLP
team have also liaised closely with DAFM to plan the introduction of new ‘Burren Programme’ in
2016.
In summary, Year 6 of the BLP saw the programme consolidate and grow in impact, profile and
maturity. All stakeholders in the BLP – farmers, advisors, funders and others – continue to work in a
very positive, inclusive and professional way and it is this level of co-operation that has made the BLP
so effective and has resulted in an extension and expansion of the programme planned for 20162020.
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1. Background to the BLP
The Burren Life Programme (BLP) is an agri-environmental programme which aims to conserve and
support the heritage, environment and communities of the Burren. The BLP adopts a ‘hybrid’
approach in that it co-funds farmers to undertake environmental Actions and also pays these farmers
for the delivery of environmental Outputs. It builds on the blueprint for sustainable farming in the
Burren which was developed under the BurrenLIFE Project (BLP) (2005-2010).
The stated objectives of the BLP are:
•
To ensure the sustainable agricultural management of high nature value farmland in the
Burren.
•
To contribute to the positive management of the Burren’s landscape and cultural heritage.
•
To contribute to improvements in water quality and water usage efficiency in the Burren
region.
The BLP is funded by two key partners:
The Dept. of Agriculture, Food and the Marine (DAFM) who provide €1m annually to BLP farmers,
initially through Article 68.1(a) (i) of Council Reg (EC) 73/2009, but in 2015 using Exchequer funds.
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) of the Dept. of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht who
provide funding to administer the delivery of the BLP through the project team in Carron.
The BLP also enjoys the strong support of the Burren branch of the Irish Farmers Association (IFA),
who were centrally involved in the original BurrenLIFE project, and from a range of other stakeholders
including The Heritage Council who co-fund the Field Monuments Advisor position.
The BLP was initially planned as a three-year programme (in line with CAP funding timelines) to run
from 2010-2012. This was subsequently extended to include 2013, 2014 and 2015. The BLP will be
further expanded (to include 4-500 farmers) as ‘the Burren Programme’ under Pillar 2 of Ireland’s new
Rural Development Programme from the period 2016-2020.
The reference area for the BLP is c.
72,000ha in size and includes: 13
Special Areas of Conservation (three
main sites), one SPA, a National Park &
three National Nature Reserves. It is
estimated that up to 1,000 farmers are
located within this area, though a
significant number of these are not
farming Burren-type land and as such
are not relevant to BLP.
Entry to the BLP is voluntary and was
based on a once-off call for applications
issued by DAFM in April 2010. All 340
applications from this call were assessed and ranked according to a number of environmental criteria
agreed on by the Project Steering Committee (Section 2.2). These criteria included history of
participation in REPS, area and proportion of designated land on holding, listed National Monuments
on holding and proportion of total holding situated in Burren. Each application was allocated a score
8

(range 10-360) and those with the highest scores were invited to join the Programme. Of the 156
participants in 2015, all had scores of 200 points or over.
The BLP is run by a dedicated programme team based in Carron in the central Burren (Section 2.1).
More details on the background to the BLP, and associated documentation (Year 1-5 reports, Terms
and Conditions, Research papers, Burren LIFE reports etc.) are on www.burrenlife.com.
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2. Staff, Stakeholders and Advisors
2.1 BLP Team
The administration of the BLP is funded by the NPWS and delivered under contract by High Nature
Value Services (HNVS) Ltd, the directors of which are Dr Brendan Dunford, Dr Sharon Parr and Dr
Bryony Williams. Their main roles include:
• B. Dunford (Programme Manager): Site assessments, farm plan admin checks and sign-offs,
education and communication, liaising with project partners, chairing meetings of the PSG.
• S. Parr (Programme Scientist): Site visits, liaison with farmers and advisors, meadow
assessments, monitoring, compliance – felling licences, notifiable actions etc.
• B. Williams (Programme Technical Officer): Liaise with farm advisors, manage office and
project finances, farm plan admin checks, personnel support.
The Programme team also includes:
• Paula McHale joined HNVS as an intern in August 2013 and has been an employee (4
days/week) since June 2014. Paula assists with data input, admin checks and general office
support.
• Anne Mullen has worked with HNVS since May 2012 and is currently employed for 4dpw,
assisting with site visits, ecological support, farm plan admin checks, GIS and data
management.
• Michael Lynch is the Field Monument Advisor for Co. Clare (funded by the Heritage Council
and HNVS Ltd). Michael advises farmers on planned M2 works and their impact on
archaeology, including mitigation measures. He works 80 hours per month as FMA, mostly on
BLP tasks.
The BLP team are based in Carron in the central Burren and support BLP (and other Burren) farmers
directly through office or site visits, and indirectly via their farm advisors.
2.2 Project Steering Committee (PSC)
The BLP team is supported by the PSC which includes representatives from DAFM, NPWS, Teagasc,
Burren IFA and the National Monuments Service. The group met three times in 2015, in March, June
and November. All PSC meetings are minuted and minutes are circulated by email. The BLP team
gratefully acknowledge the ongoing guidance and support offered by the PSC. The current
composition of the PSC is as follows:
Dept. of Agriculture:
Paud Evans (now retired), Noel Dinneny, Pat Preston.
NPWS:
Andy Bleasdale, Enda Mooney, Barry O’Donoghue.
Teagasc:
Martin Feerick, Catherine Keena.
Burren IFA:
Michael Davoren, Michael Collins.
Nat. Monuments Service: Gearoid Conroy
Other:
Sean Regan.
2.3 Broader Consultation: Regulatory & Compliance
In order to try to ensure that farmers are not in breach of any restrictions or legal requirements
pertaining to M2 works, the BLP team continues to liaise with the relevant Departments as and when
issues arise or clarifications are needed. In most cases, the procedures that were put in place for
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obtaining approval for various M2 activities during the first year of the BLP have proved sufficient. The
following summarises the current situation with the various departments:
Department of Agriculture, Food & the Marine
The BLP team liaise regularly with the Programme contact points in Portlaoise who sit on the PSC and
offer continuing support to the BLP team. In 2015 BLP also worked closely with DAFM officials in
Wexford to develop the new ‘Burren Programme’ which will commence in 2016.

National Parks and Wildlife Service
The BLP continues to liaise with the local NPWS office and Conservation Rangers on a regular basis
with regard to notifiable actions. The working relationship continues to be very successful and the
agreement as to the authorisation for various activities put together in 2010 works well. BLP also
enjoys an excellent working relationship with NPWS research staff who sit on the PSC and offer
invaluable support to the BLP team.
National Monuments Service
The BLP continue to work closely with the National Monuments Service with regard to proposed M2
works and the existing legislation for National and Recorded Monuments. In order to satisfy the legal
requirement for farmers with regard to work carried out at, or near, any recorded monument or
place, a system has been developed whereby the BLP prepares and submits the notification to the
local archaeologist with the National Monument Service, on behalf of the farmer. In addition, the BLP
arranges for the Field Monuments Advisor, Michael Lynch, to visit farmers who are proposing work in
the vicinity of monuments or in archaeologically sensitive areas so that he can talk to them about
their archaeological features, provide advice and generally raise their awareness re the significance of
archaeology in the Burren.
The system works well as the BLP have better access to the relevant data via its GIS systems than do
the individual farmers. However, it does highlight the potential difficulties for farmers outside the
BLP, many of whom are unaware of both the legislation and existence of some, or all, of the
monuments (especially field systems) that are on their land. In future, consideration will be given as
to the mechanism whereby the farm advisors could be asked to notify the NMS on behalf of their
clients.
Forest Service
The streamlined application process for BLP farmers applying for felling licences continues to work
well. As felling licences only last for two years, the FS developed a fast-track application system which
allows for a second licence to be issued on the basis of a letter issued by the BLP office (dependent on
certain conditions being met). This was possible as the felling licences issued to Burren farmers are for
Annex 1 habitat conservation and not the commercial forestry activities usually covered. The fasttrack system reduces the workload on BLP advisors as fewer full applications are needed.
In order to consolidate and streamline the myriad permissions required to undertake M2 works in the
Burren, a simple checklist was introduced in 2014. This was compiled by the advisors and submitted
as part of the farm plan. It was used by BLP staff during farm plan checks to double-check that all
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permissions were in place or were being applied for. A copy of the Permissions checklist may be found
within the Farm Plan Template (Appendix I) and gives some idea of the wide range of issues that need
to be considered when planning M2 work on SAC land in the Burren.
2.4 BLP Advisors
The successful delivery of the BLP on the ground depends on having committed and capable farm
advisors. From an initial selection process in 2010 (see previous reports) 15 candidates were identified
and trained. In 2015, 10 of these advisors were still working with BLP (complementing their other
work as farm planners for REPS, AEOS, BPS, etc.). These 10 advisors liaise directly with the farmers,
walk the land, conduct M1 scoring on the fields, plan M2 works and, in conjunction with the BLP staff,
compile the 156 farm plans. There is a wide range distribution in the number of plans per advisor
(listed as follows from min. to max.; 1, 1, 6, 7, 9, 10, 16, 26, 37 and 43).
The BLP team hold annual refresher courses for farm advisors. The classroom element of this course is
usually held in December and its purpose is to review the year past and plan for the year ahead. Thus,
training for Year 6 was held in Dec 2014 (classroom), followed by a one to one site-based training
event during summer 2015. An additional briefing and feedback session was held in December 2015
with the BLP advisors. The training agenda for the classroom sessions included a review of the past
year, problem solving sessions and discussions about ideas for improving the programme in future.
Site based training focuses on planning M2 work and scoring fields under M1. Advisors have proven to
be an excellent source of feedback on how the BLP works and how it can be improved.
For farm plans, advisors compile and submit information using an Excel-based BLP workbook
(Appendix I for the 2015 version). This Excel template is then used by the BLP team to generate the
final plan. Farm plans are printed in A3 format for the farmer and at their simplest are composed of
three pages: a map, an aerial photograph and a work programme outlining M1, M2 and M3 details
including payments.
The BLP team maintains an ongoing liaison with Advisors by phone, email and in person. Advisors are
now familiar with each team member’s area of expertise which assists in targeting queries that arise.
The advisors are encouraged to make arrangements for one of the team members to accompany
them on site visits where they have identified a need for additional expertise. This has been very
successful in streamlining the planning process as any potential problems can be ironed out before
the plan is submitted. Feedback from advisors to date has been extremely positive as they do not
receive this level of support for any other scheme but it has proven invaluable in delivering the BLP to
the highest possible standard.
No information on advisor planning charges for BLP plans is available as this is considered private
information between advisor and client.
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Oliver Nagle(R), Origin Green-BLP ‘Farmer of the Year’ 2015, receiving his prize from Jim O’Toole (L)
representing the Award sponsors, Bord Bia © Willie O’Reilly

3. BLP 2015 – Timeframes, Budgets and Areas
3.1 Year 6 Timeframes for Farm Planning
For 2015, farm plans were submitted by advisors from as early as December 2014 (M2 works only) up
until late October 2015. The bulk of plans, 72% of them, were received between July and Sept with
some Draft M2 plans received in Jan - Feb (Figure 2). A major problem encountered in 2015 was the
discontinuation of the eREPS mapping system on which the BLP depends. A short delay in the closure
of eREPS was granted until the end of Sept 2015 which allowed most plans to be completed in time.
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Figure 2: Timeframe of submission of BLP plans by advisors in Year 6 (incl. draft plans (n = 202)).
This uneven distribution continues to present a challenge for the project team who are forced to
extend working hours and increase staff to deal with the busy July-October period. The uneven
distribution of plan submissions is the result of four main factors:
-

-

Advisors are generally unavailable from March to May inclusive as they are fully engaged on
completing BPS returns for their farmer clients (their availability was further compromised in
2015 by the opening of GLAS).
M1 assessments are ideally carried out from June-August.
Four advisors have large numbers (>15) of plans to process.
Some farmers prefer to leave farm planning until late in the year (post Summer).

All BLP farm works must normally be completed by the end of the calendar year. However due to
extremely poor weather in late 2015 a one month extension (to include Jan 2016) for the completion
of farm works was granted, and this extension was availed of by 55 farmers. M2 Declaration forms
(confirming whether work was completed or not) had to be submitted either by Jan 8 th 2016 (normal
deadline) or by Jan 31st (extension deadline). Following this the BLP team checks c.23% of farms in
Jan-Feb 2016 to ensure work was properly done, and then two sets of payment files were forwarded
to DAFM - in late January (Tranche 1) and mid-February (Tranche 2). DAFM conduct full-farm
inspections on c.10 farms every year and once these inspections are complete and all BLP payment
files have been cross-checked by DAFM, payments will be issued by DAFM to farmers (expected in
early March 2016).
Note: This report presents ‘actual’ amounts approved for payment to BLP farmers for their 2015 farm
plans and includes all ‘deductions’ arising from farmer declaration and BLP team site audits, but not
those deductions applied by DAFM on the basis of their own farm plan checks and inspections.
3.2 Area Impacted by BLP
In 2015, the BLP encompassed 14,586ha of designated land and other Annex I habitat. On average,
59.9% or 8,740ha of this area was deemed ‘eligible’ for payment under Basic Farm Payment System
(BPS) rules. This is significant, as the remaining 40.1%, much of which is Annex I priority habitat, is
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rendered ineligible for payment under the BLP. The ‘eligibility rate’ of land under BLP continues to
decline (e.g. from 64.75% in 2011), as farmers either choose, or are forced (following inspection), to
reduce their claimed/eligible area. The issue of eligible area understandably remains of great concern
to farmers in the Burren and on other areas of High Nature Value farmland in Ireland.
7,321ha or 83.8% of the overall ‘BPS-eligible’ figure was considered ‘assessable’ under Measure 1
‘species-rich grassland’ of the BLP (Section 6). The remaining areas of ‘BPS eligible’, designated land
which are not considered to be ‘M1 assessable’ would generally be improved agricultural grassland
and, in a few cases, scrubland.
The number of participants in BLP in 2015 was 156, two less than the 2014 figure, and the overall area
was slightly down (by 148ha) compared with 2014. Within the BLP area most of the land is privately
owned except for:
• Commonage: 656ha (gross area of commonage shares in BLP)
• Public land: 1,298ha (gross area of National Park and Nature Reserve)
It is interesting to note that only 27.5% (357ha) of the Public land was considered ‘eligible’ under BPS
rules (less than half of the overall average of 59.9%) a reflection perhaps of the poorer ‘agricultural’
potential of this land. This is a particular problem with the new ‘simplification’ of land eligibility rules,
as individual land parcels with >70% ineligible area are considered to be 100% ineligible, meaning that
areas of the National Park may, for example, not receive BLP funding in future.
Most of the BLP area is designated as SAC except for 346ha or 2.4% of the total which is described as
‘additional annex 1 habitat’. This is mainly composed of fragments of species-rich Burren habitat
which were overlooked during the designation process.
The BLP covers 47.88% of the three main terrestrial SACs in the Burren:
• Black Head – Poulsallagh: 2,528ha out of 5,572ha (45.36%)
• Moneen Mountain: 3,971ha out of 6,070ha (65.43%)
• East Burren Complex: 7,692ha out of 18,820ha (40.87%)
3.3 BLP Budget 2015
A total of €950,928.58 was approved for payment to 156 participating farmers for their 2015 (Year 6)
farm plans, significantly less (8.9%) than the equivalent figure for 2014 of €1,044,222. The final figure
paid out in 2015 was in fact well down on previous years for a number of reasons (outlined below) not
least the very poor weather which meant that, in spite of an extension to complete farm works, a lot
of M2 works (to the value of €55,864) were not completed.
The overall amount paid to farmers under BLP since 2010 is estimated at €5,881,218* (including
€1,000 paid annually for hosting farm training events plus the €500 once off ‘planning’ payment paid
to all new entrants). This is just (<2%) under the €6m budgetary target (€1m per annum for 6 years)
allocated to the BLP by the DAFM which is a very satisfactory outcome.
* BLP do not have access to files showing final payments issued by DAFM to farmers – these may
include additional deductions based on SPS area-based penalties and other factors.
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It is worthy of note that the flexibility afforded by DAFM in ‘building’ up the annual budget of the BLP
(from €0.66m in 2010 to €0.95m in 2015), while staying within the overall/multiannual programme
budget, has been of huge benefit and has resulted in a much stronger programme with better results.
This ‘phased’ approach will also be adopted in the roll out of the Burren Programme in 2016.
The total payment issued to the 156 participating farmers in 2015 equates to an average payment per
farm of €6,096/ha which is less than the 2014 figure of €6,609. As the BLP is a ‘pay-for-performance’
programme there is, as expected, a wide distribution of payments between farmers, ranging from
€786 to €15,000 (Figure 3). The average payment per digitised ha was €65.2, per eligible ha €108.8.

Figure 3. Bands of BLP farmer payments in Year 6 (n=156)
Participating farmers contributed 25%, 50% or 75% of the cost of Measure 2 works. This amounts to
an additional estimated input of €193,853 in 2015 so, in effect, the overall BLP Year 6 spend (DAFM
payment plus farmer co-funding) was c. €1.145m or c.€78.5/ha of Annex I land. This significant
investment by farmers, either through labour in kind or hard cash, confirms the excellent value for
money generated by the BLP, as does the relatively low average payment per hectare.
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Jim O’Toole (centre) of Bord Bia presenting the ‘Origin Green – BLP Farm Family of the Year 2015’
award to Harry Jeuken, with his wife Maria Dortman & daughters Melissa and Eileen © Willie O’Reilly.

4. Measure 3: Payment for the Protection of Annex I habitats
Funding is paid under Measure 3 of the BLP for the protection of designated land and other Annex I
habitats. Payments are made for three bands: €42/ha (0-40ha), €24/ha (40-80ha) and €18/ha (80120ha). M3 payments only apply to ‘eligible’ areas of land (on average c.60% of the digitised area) as
defined in the farmer’s BPS returns. Farmers who receive the ‘Natura’ (N2000) payment under other
Agri-Environment Schemes (AESs: REPS, AEOS or GLAS) cannot avail of this payment, though nondesignated land may be paid for if it is Annex 1. A total of 134 (85%) BLP farmers currently avail of
other AESs: 92 are in AEOS (59%), 41 are in GLAS 26%, 1 is in REPS while the remaining 22 farmers are
currently not participating in any AES.
The BLP Steering group agreed that M3 payments should be discontinued as of Sept 1 st 2015 for two
main reasons. Firstly, as most BLP farmers who had exited REPS could avail of GLAS as of Oct 2015 and
claim their N2000 payment from this source, it was deemed prudent to remove any possibility of
double funding between GLAS and BLP. Secondly, the M3 payment yields very little environmental
‘value for money’ for BLP compared with M1 and M2 payments, so the money would be better used
to improve M1 payment rates for high scores to further incentivise the effort needed to achieve
these.
The total allocation under M3 in 2015 was €77,948 (8.2% of total) which represents a 16% reduction
on the 2014 M3 total of €92,784 and reflects the cessation of M3 payments from Sept 1 st onwards.
This reduction, effectively of 25%, is offset for participating farmers in most cases by additional N2000
payments being issued through AEOS and GLAS.
Measure 3 payments are not paid on public land (1,298ha or 8.9% of BLP area) or on fields where
silage feeding takes place. In 2015, silage feeding was still taking place on 52 fields (5%)
comprising155ha or 2.1% of the total area. Although it has not ceased, there has been a significant
reduction in the once-ubiquitous practice of silage feeding on farms participating in the BLP which has
resulted a decrease in associated problems.
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Overall, in 2015 (Year 6):
• 67 farmers received no M3 payments as they are in AEOS or REPS
• 89 farmers received M3 payments averaging €875.83 each
Over the six years of BLP an estimated €449,503.37 has been paid under M3 to BLP farmers,
accounting for 7.6% of the total BLP M1-M3 spend over this time.

5. Measure 2: Site Enhancement Works
5.1 General
‘Measure 2’ pays farmers for the completion of a set of agreed annual tasks aimed at enabling the
improved management of, and thus condition of, the site in question. The selection of tasks is led by
the farmer, in consultation with his/her advisor. The amount of M2 funding allocated to each BLP
farm is determined by the digitised (‘gross’) area of designated land and additional Annex I habitat on
the farm. The M2 ’allowances’ are calculated using 40ha bands: €100/ha (0-40ha), €50/ha (40-80ha)
and €25/ha (>80ha) up to a maximum of €7,000 per farm per year.
The funding allocated for each job only covers a proportion of its agreed cost. In general, scrub
control, stone wall work and habitat restoration jobs are funded at 75% as these offer significant
environmental benefits relative to their agricultural benefits. Durable goods (e.g. troughs, feed bins,
water pumps, storage tanks, gates), erection of wire fencing and watering facilities are 50% funded as
these are considered to offer relatively equal agricultural and environmental benefit. Vehicle access
provision (capped at €3,000 per year), cattle pens and feed silos are funded at 25% as, although of
great agricultural benefit, they offer less direct environmental benefit and require a higher level of
scrutiny to justify their funding. This relatively simple and fair co-funding system has worked very well
thus far, helping to ensure value for money and also encouraging farmers to choose their tasks
carefully.
The M2 allocation for any job is based on costs developed under the BurrenLIFE project (BLP). Unit
costs (i.e. per ha, per metre) developed by the BLP for all of the activities carried out during that
Project have been adopted by the BLP. The funding menu is updated annually for most durable goods
(for Year 6 menu, see Excel Farm Plan in Appendix I). The scrub calculator used to calculate scrub
costs was modified slightly in Year 6, the rate for wiping regrowth having been increased (see
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Appendix I). The details of the work to be done (i.e. location and method) is clearly specified in the
farm plan along with the net payment for each job.
Farmers are encouraged to consult the BLP Best Practice Guidelines (www.burrenlife.com) before
undertaking work and must obtain all necessary permissions from the relevant authority. To be
eligible for payment, all Year 6 work must be completed by the end of the calendar year, though an
extension until the end of February was granted in 2015/16 due to the very wet weather in Oct-Dec
2015. Farmers are advised that failure to secure the necessary consents or to complete the tasks
successfully within the given timeframe will result in reduction or loss of payments under this
Measure.
A proportion of farms (23% in 2015) are audited by the BLP team to ensure work has been completed
to a high standard. These audits took place in January and February 2016 (to allow for farmers availing
of January extension). Farms with ‘red box’ warnings as to the quality of their M2 works were
targeted during these audits. While most farms were found to be largely compliant, in a few instances
work was not completed satisfactorily and so payment for these works was deducted from the final
payment file (sent to DAFM in mid-February 2016).
Once again, a lot of work was undertaken under BLP Measure 2 in 2015. The total amount of money
paid to farmers was €356,920 which represents 37.5% of the total 2015 budget. The average M2
payment per farm in 2015 was €2,288, continuing the steady decline from €2,890.8 in 2014 and
€3,216 in 2013. This is reflected in the reduction in planned work: 1,005 tasks were undertaken in
2015, down from 1,319 (2014), though the average cost per task stayed similar (c.€350).
The contribution of farmers to the cost of M2 work is very significant, ranging from 25- 75% of each
job which amounts to a farmer contribution in the region of €193,853 to match the DAFM M2
allocation of €356,920. In other words, farmers will contribute c.35.2% of the estimated overall value
of €550,773 of Measure 2 work planned for Year 6. While much of this co-funding is in the form of the
farmer’s own time and labour (for scrub and walling jobs especially), quite a large amount is in the
form of hard cash particularly for infrastructure such as gates, tanks, troughs or payment to
contractors
for
doing
work.
As with previous years, not all planned work was completed. In 2015, 149 planned jobs, worth
€55,864, were not completed, and thus not paid for, which was higher than in previous years (€52.9k
in 2014, €41.3k in 2013, €43k in 2012, €38.7k in 2011, €22k in 2010) as farmers chose to declare work
‘not done’ or where BLP/DAFM site visits found work not done and deducted payment (Section 6.6).
The maximum available M2 budget (i.e. that if the full area-based allowance was used by all farmers)
was €835,163 in 2015. Only 42.74% of this maximum allowance was utilised, significantly down on
previous years – 53.23% was utililsed in 2014, with 56% on average used across all six years of the
Programme. The remaining 57.26% was not drawn down in 2015 for a variety of reasons including:
•
•
•
•

Weather conditions were very poor during the main work season Oct-Dec 2015.
Some farmers claimed they couldn’t get sufficient help to do the work as contractors were
busy.
Some farmers felt that there was very little work to do on their Annex I land or that they had
little interest in any of the menu of works on offer.
Some farmers were unable to carry out works due to poor health, old age, family
circumstances, off farm work etc. and did not want to use contractors.
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•
•

Some farmers felt that they could not afford the match-funding.
The BLP team imposed restrictions on some farmers due to the poor quality of previous work.

In 19 cases, farmers planned no M2 work in 2015 (down from 23 in 2014). In contrast 33 farmers
planned M2 work to within 5% of their maximum allowance and 77 farmers planned works in excess
of 50% of their maximum available M2 allowance. The flexibility of approach whereby farmers can
utilise as little or as much of their budget as they see fit, and also where they can choose not to do
certain planned jobs, is very positive, ensuring resources aren’t spent where there is little interest in
doing work.
The work done under M2 falls under a number of categories, summarised in Table 3 (repeated from
Exec. Summ.) below. Scrub removal work remains the largest spend within M2, with stone wall repair,
water provision and access provision also proving popular among participants. Some interesting
trends are evident from the data, most notably the reduction in scrub work in 2015 compared with
previous years, as well as the increase in all other M2 work categories (bar feeding equipment).
Measure 2
Work
Category

Paid in
2015
(Year 6)

% of
M2
Year 6

% of
M2
Year 5

% of
M2
Year 4

% of
M2
Year 3

% of
M2
Year 2

% of
M2
Year 1

Scrub
Removal

€200,392

56.1

59.1

70.3

70.6

61.1

44.3

75%

Stone wall
repair and
fencing

€75,608

21.2

16.7

12.1

12.1

14.8

19.7

50-75%

Water
Provision

€26,836

7.5

7.5

6.7

6.6

11.1

15.2

50%

Access
Tracks

€15,402

4.3

7.9

4.4

3.6

5.7

5.8

25%

Gate
installation

€17,143

4.8

4.0

2.5

4.3

4.1

7.3

50-63%

Habitat
Restoratio
n

€14,806

4.2

3.0

1.4

0.8

2.0

4.8

75%

Feeding
equipment

€6,732

1.9

1.8

2.6

2.0

1.3

2.9

25-50%

Total

Funding
Rate

€356,920

Table 3. Year 6 Measure 2 Payments per category and M2 percentage breakdown Years 1-6
To assist farmers to complete M2 works, BLP compiled and maintains a register of over 70 skilled and
semi-skilled workers, any person with relevant previous experience being invited to register their
details. This database is available on www.burrenlife.com for farmers, advisors & the general public to
access.
Over the six years of BLP an estimated €2.656m (45.2% of total M1-M3 spend) has been paid under
M2 to Burren farmers. Adding the estimated co-funding by farmers of €1.52m to this, it is
approximated that site enhancement work to the value of €4.2m (36% contributed by farmers) has
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been carried out by farmers and contractors under the BLP, a very significant and potentially longlasting investment in the Burren.
5.2 Scrub work
Scrub removal was again the main action undertaken under Measure 2 and continues to be a priority
task for most BLP farmers. This work is funded at 75% of the cost which is estimated using a scrub
calculator (updated when necessary) built into Farm Plan Template, Annex I. The cost is calculated
based on the area of scrub, the percentage cover and the methods used to remove the scrub.
A total of €200,392 (25.8% less than in Year 5) was paid for the removal of 26.85ha of encroaching
scrub, the opening 5.77ha of paths and the treatment of 7.79ha of scrub regrowth in Year 6. This cost
includes cutting, treating, retreating, piling, chipping and burning. Scrub control work was carried out
on 114 farms, equating to an average payment of €1,758 per farm (range €47 to €5,602) for the
removal of an average (‘condensed’) area of 0.24ha per farm.
Various scrub control techniques were used depending
on a range of circumstances including the terrain, the
presence of archaeology or sensitive habitats, organic
status of farmers etc. The average cost of scrub
removal work in Year 6 (across all farms using all
methods) was €5,470/ha of ‘compressed’ scrub (not
including costs of burning, retreating).
As scrub work is funded at 75%, the real average cost
was €7,294/ha. It is estimated that BLP farmers
contributed €66,797 in additional work under this
‘scrub removal’ heading, yielding an estimated value of
€267,189 worth of scrub work in 2015.
Scrub removal work was broken down into two main
categories:
• Scrub Pathways: 5.77ha* or 25,354m of paths
on 72 farms (average 0.08ha/352m/farm)
•
Encroaching Scrub Areas: 26.85ha* on 92 farms
(average 0.29ha/farm)
*Note: Areas listed relate to ‘compressed scrub’ (area with 100% cover of scrub)
In Year 6, the amount of scrub work done was significantly reduced, in part because of poor weather
but mainly because fewer farmers chose to remove areas of scrub or open up pathways. Removal of
scrub to (re)open livestock paths remains a priority on some farms as it offers the additional benefit
of improving access and thus grazing across the site, while also making herding easier for the farmer.
A number of different methodologies, or combination of methodologies, were employed, the most
common of which related to the use of powered hand-tools (chainsaw/strimmer), the only option for
many farmers due to the difficult terrain. Cutting with chainsaws/strimmers (with or without
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treatment) was the most popular method, used exclusively by 77 farmers and in conjunction with
other methods by 14 others. 14 farmers used a machine mounted brushcutter for some/all of their
scrub work, 3 pulled scrub with a machine, 3 used chemical wiping (only) of scrub.
86% of the scrub cut in 2015 was to be stump-treated-28ha across 94 farms using Roundup Biactive or
Barclays Gallup Biograde (the only licensed treatments allowed for this purpose). The remaining area
was not to be treated at the time because the stumps were either too small (<1”) or the farmer was
organic but may be subject to future treatment (e.g. wiping of regrowth on non-organic farms).
In Year 6, some 7.79ha of regrowth (from cutting in previous years) was treated on 40 farms at a cost
of €16,832 (€2,160/ha). The BLP team have been strongly encouraging farmers to address regrowth
before embarking on additional scrub control work. In some cases farmers were penalised in 2015 for
inappropriate use of chemicals, in particular for spraying regrowth instead of wiping it as planned.
While many farmers choose to allow their brash piles to rot down (this is encouraged where piles sit
on thin soils or on rock), some farmers choose to burn brash (subject to deeper soil being present
under the pile). In Year 6 a total of €5,121 was paid to burn scrub piles on 37 farms. Several cases
were found where farmers had burnt piles on shallow soils or on rock, against instruction, and in
some of these cases this impacted on their field score and prompted a ‘red box’ warning in the farm
plan.
The quality of scrub work done in Year 6 again varied, but standards are improving as farmers and
contractors become more accustomed to the task and to the standards demanded. One common
problem is the failure to properly gather and pile scrub brashings. In most cases, where the quality of
previous work was deemed to be very poor in this or other regards, the job was put in the Year 6 plan
with a zero allowance. Consistently poor work may in some cases result in funding being recouped
and a bar on further scrub work.
In other cases the treatment of stumps was either not done or done very ineffectively. In some cases
this may have been as a result of weather conditions, treating scrub cut in January or February when
it is inefficient due to the sap rising), or not treating immediately after cutting. In some cases the
wiping of the resultant regrowth was put back in the Year 6 plan with a zero allowance. It is hoped to
reduce such incidences in future years by better skills training and awareness. The re-treatment of
scrub will continue to be a priority task for farmers in future years.
Over the 6 years of BLP an estimated €1.644m was paid for the removal of scrub resulting in 163km
of scrub paths being opened up and an additional 241ha of encroaching scrub being removed.
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5.3 Wall Repair
The repair of internal stone walls and erection of fencing continues to be a popular measure under
the BLP; the overall amount paid under this heading was €75,608 in 2015 (€76,412 in 2014). Work
carried out included the repair of 20,108m of wall and the installation of 9,712m of wire fencing, the
latter mainly on improved grasslands to separate them from winterages.
The wall repair figure refers to the actual length of wall that needs fixing (e.g. gaps and partial
collapses) so the extent of wall impacted is many times this figure. Wall repair costs continue to be
based on a unit rate of €3.43/m (a reduced rate of €2.29 is used for external walls), while the cost of
wire fencing varies according to materials, but €1/m was most often allocated under BLP Year 6.
Wall repair took place on 64 farms and the average length repaired was 314m (range 26m – 1,410m),
while fences were erected on 25 farms (average 388m, range 20m-1,245m) and 10 fencer units were
purchased. The average allocation for wall repair/fencing on the 80 farms involved was €945 (range
€68.55 – €4,836.3).
Stone wall repair is funded at 75%, thus participating farmers will make a contribution worth in excess
of €25,000 under this heading in 2015. External stone walls are funded at 50%, as are wire fences and
fencer units, so farmers contribute significantly to these items also.
As with the scrub work, the standard of wall work in Year 6 varied widely – from some really
exceptional work to some very poor quality repair. Poor quality work will result in the task being reinserted in the farm plan at zero cost and possible future recovery of funds.
Over the 6 years of BLP an estimated €410,747 was paid for the repair of 109,213m of stone walls,
the erection of 32,297m of wire fencing and the purchase of 38 fencer units, many of which were
solar-powered.
This work constitutes a huge investment in the management of these sites and also in the cultural
heritage of the Burren, of which walls are such an integral part.
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5.4 Gate Installation:
The installation of farm gates to facilitate improved grazing management is funded under BLP at a
rate of 50%. A fixed rate of €150 per gate regardless of size is allocated for this task which covers the
purchase of gate, metal posts and 1 days labour. This flat rate encourages the use of smaller gates
which are more appropriate in many cases.
In Year 2 of BLP, a traditional style of gate was identified and three local tradesmen are now
producing these traditional ‘Burren gates’. BLP offers an enhanced payment of €260 per Burren gate
in order to incentivise the use of these gates, while also offering €130 for the retrofit of such gates (to
replace existing gate but not posts). These distinctive gates have become emblematic of the excellent
work done on many farms as a result of the BLP. The fact that they are manufactured locally delivers
additional socio-economic benefits and it is noteworthy that these gates are increasingly popular on
non-BLP farms and among Burren residents in general.
During Year 6, €17,143 was paid for the installation of 108 gates on 40 farms (€428 per farm, range
€150 to €1,320). This included 29 traditional Burren style gates which were installed on 19 farms. As
gate installation is funded at 50% (Burren gates at 63%), this equated to an additional c. €17,000
being invested by farmers for this task in 2015.
Over the 6 years of BLP an estimated €113,857 was paid for the installation of c.703 gates (including
144 Burren gates) across the region, greatly facilitating livestock management on these farms.
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5.5 Water Provision:
The provision of a clean supply of fresh drinking water for livestock is critical for the targeted grazing
of Burren winterages, particularly given the unpredictable and sensitive nature of the karst hydrology
of the area. Existing water supplies (mainly weak springs) are often insufficient to meet livestock
needs, and are very prone to pollution from overuse by livestock. Piping water away from these
springs to a storage facility and on to drinking troughs is a priority for many farmers. For others, these
springs are better fenced-off and a rainwater harvester built instead.
Water equipment is funded at 50% under BLP, with a menu of drinking troughs, storage tanks, pipes
and pumps available for the farmer to choose from (with a fixed allocation for each). Once-off work
such as the construction of rainwater harvesters and installation of solar pumps is funded at 50% of
the cost on the basis of quotes supplied and subsequently validated on completion with receipts.
In total, €26,836 was paid in Year 6 for water provision tasks on 47 farms (average allocation of €571
per farm, ranging from €20 to €5,257). This allocation covered a range of works:
•
•
•

56 drinking troughs;
61 rolls of pipe;
11 storage tanks/rainwater harvesters;
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•

3 pumps including solar and/or wind pumps.

As water provision work is funded at 50%, an additional €26,836k was invested by farmers under this
task. In general the work done to date is of a very high standard.
Over the 6 years of BLP an estimated €230,480 was paid for the upgrading and protection of water
supplies on the Burren, with 439 new drinking troughs, 76 storage tanks and 33 pumps installed.

5.6 Feed Equipment:
One of the greatest impacts of BLP has been the striking reduction in the levels of silage feeding on
Burren winterages. To encourage the continuation of the shift away from silage feeding and toward
the feeding of concentrate ration, BLP
subsidises the cost of purchasing feed storage
bins and troughs.
In Year 6, BLP paid €6,732 to 14 farmers
(average €481 per farm) for:
• the purchase of 10 feed bins (including 6
feed silos - left)
• the purchase of 7 feed troughs
As feed equipment is generally funded at 50%
(silos at 25-50% depending on the
circumstances), an additional investment in
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excess of €6,732 was made by participating farmers under this heading.
Over the 6 years of BLP an estimated €54,037 was paid for the purchase of concentrate feed
equipment, with 128 feed storage bins or silos and 180 feed troughs purchased.
5.7 Habitat Restoration:
The category of ‘habitat restoration’ is a catch-all term which includes a wide variety of farmernominated tasks which help improve – directly or indirectly - the habitat condition of Annex I sites.
They can include tasks as diverse as removing rubbish from a site, strimming bracken, stone-facing
concrete structures, cleaning out muddy springs and protecting them from livestock.
In 2015, a number of works were suggested by 24 farmers under ‘habitat restoration’. These included:
• Controlling bracken or weeds by hand cutting (17 farms).
• Cleaning out springs and building walls or fences to protect them from poaching and fouling by
livestock, painting or stone-facing new tanks etc. (4 farms).
• Rubbish collection and disposal (2 farms), cattle handling facilities (1 farm).
The treatment of bracken has become an increasingly ‘popular’ task. In most cases this is done using
hand tools (scythes or strimmers), and it is recommended to repeat it twice annually (early and late
summer) for best effect.
€14,806 was spent on habitat restoration work on 24 farms in 2015 (average €617 per farm, range
€45-€1,800). As this was funded at 75%, this equates to an additional farmer contribution of €4,935.
Over the 6 years of BLP an estimated €64,183 has been spent on 126 different habitat restoration
tasks.

5.8 Access Provision:
The provision of vehicular access tracks for herding livestock and for helping with animal feeding
continues to be a high priority for many farmers however, it is a very sensitive issue as it could result
in damage to priority habitats. Therefore a high level of planning and a number of permissions are
required. If a proposed track has the necessary permissions and is considered to offer additional
environmental value, the BLP may decide to fund it but at a reduced rate of 25% and with an upper
limit of €3,000 per annum.
A total of €15,402 was paid for access provision works on 16 farms (average €963 per farm) in Year 6
of the BLP. This aided work on 7.6km of track. Access provision work funded under BLP falls into two
main categories:
•
•

Upgrading existing tracks: 6,238m of track was planned for upgrading on 12 farms
(520m/farm).
Constructing new tracks: 1,412m of new track were planned on 6 farms (235m/farm).

As access work is funded at 25%, an additional €46,205 will be invested by farmers under this
heading. In general, access work is done to a high standard although there has been a tendency to use
more limestone chip than is necessary in some cases, or to excavate more limestone than is
appropriate. On the other hand, a well-built track can really transform a site by enhancing access for
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livestock, farmers and in some cases, visitors. BLP has played a pioneering role in developing and
implementing best practice with regard to the routing, design and construction of these tracks in a
sensitive landscape.
Over the 6 years of BLP an estimated €138,847 was paid for the construction of 20,845m of new
track and the repair/ upgrade of a further 32,082m of track.

The new BLP website homepage (see Section 7.2)
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6. Measure 1: Management of species-rich grassland and other grazed habitats
6.1 General
One of the most innovative and effective aspects of the BLP is the Measure 1 payment system which
rewards farmers for the standard of environmental management on a field by field basis. This ‘pay for
performance’ measure seems to have worked very well so far and farmers appear to appreciate the
flexibility, fairness and simplicity of the output-based payment system.
In general, advisors have worked very well with the scoring system and are growing in confidence
with regard to its application. In cases where some may struggle e.g. with turloughs and meadows,
the BLP team have been able to offer support, including in some cases scoring of complex sites.
6.2 M1 funding allocated
The total amount of funding paid under Measure 1 in Year 6 was €516,060, an increase of 4.3% on the
Year 5 figure. A total of 1,029 fields encompassing some 7,320.68ha of ‘eligible M1 area’ (equivalent
to c. 12,217ha digitised area) were scored. The increase in payment is due to 2 factors: the
improvement in average scores and the payment of ‘bonuses’ for fields scoring 9 and 10. These
bonuses, 10% and 20% respectively, were designed to further incentivise excellence in land
management. Also in 2015, scores below a threshold of 5 (formerly 3) no longer received payment.
The total M1 assessable area of 7,321ha equates to 83.8% of total BLP ‘eligible’ area - the remaining
16.2% is composed of ‘species-poor’ habitat such as improved agricultural grassland which are not
considered assessable under the scoring system. Over the 1,029 fields were assessed in Year 6, the
average field size of c.11.9ha (gross/digitised area) reflecting the extensive nature of Burren
winterages. The average M1 payment per field was €502.
Measure 1 payments ranged from €0 on a farm where all M1 areas are paid for under the AEOS
species-rich grassland option, to a maximum of €8,257.43 on a farm with an extensive area of SAC
that is in very good condition. The average payment (n=156) was €3,308 (up from €3,131in 2014)
which equates to an average of €70.5/ha of M1 assessable land. This very welcome increase in M1
payment per hectare of 8.1% compared to 2014’s average of €65.2, reflects not just the increased
payments for 9s/10s, but an improvement in M1 scores (often as issues such as water pollution and
scrub encroachment is addressed through M2 works) and thus to an improvement in the condition of
the Annex 1 grazed habitats.
Looking at the average M1 score (as a percentage of the max available) across all farms it is
interesting to note the gradual, positive year on year improvement: 2011 (64.93%), 2012 (67.23%),
2013 (68.75%), 2014 (70.96%), 2015 (73.1%).
Over the 6 years of BLP an estimated €2,693,775 (c.46.5% of total M1-M3 spend) was paid to Burren
farmers for the management of species-rich grasslands under Measure 1 of the BLP.
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Bernard McNamara (centre) winner of the Origin Green-BLP Award for ‘Best Winterage’, being
presented with his prize by Jim O’Toole (L) from Board Bia, with Dr. Sharon Parr (R) BLP © Willie
O’Reilly.
6.3 M1 Scores
Measure 1 scores are allocated on a field by field basis by farm advisors and some are checked by BLP
staff. Figure 4 below shows the total (‘eligible’) area of land per M1 Score (0-10). This clearly shows
that most M1 assessable land has a score in the range 5-10 with the largest area scoring 7or 8. The
area scoring 0 is a reflection on the level of silage which was fed over the 2014/2015 winter.

Figure 4. Total ‘eligible’ area of M1-assessable land per M1 Score (M0-M10) in BLP Year 6.
The range of scores can also be presented according to the number of fields per M1 score (Figure 5).
This graph is slightly more ‘rounded’ compared to Fig.4, possibly an indication of smaller fields (often
closer to home) tending to have slightly lower scores (more silage feeding and summer grazing). The
‘spike’ at 0 suggests that silage feeding fields are relatively small as farmers attempt to limit M1 losses
by feeding on smaller fields.
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Figure 5. Total number of fields per M1 Score (M0-M10) in BLP Year 6.
6.4 Changes over time in M1 Scores
Even though the BLP is a very new programme, it is interesting to reflect on the changes in M1 scores
from Years 1 - 6. Bearing in mind, any direct comparison is difficult as:
• M1 assessments may have taken place at different times of the year due to a number of
factors, particularly in Year 1 when they took place in autumn. In other years the vast majority
of assessments took place in summer (June-August).
• M1 assessment methodologies were slightly different year on year – for example a new
lowland grassland assessment system was developed and implemented from Year 2 onward.
• The number and area of M1 assessable fields varies between years (even within farms).
• There is an amnesty for silage feeding for new entrants but only for their first year in BLP.
Given these caveats, when we plot the percentage area (of the overall M1 assessable area i.e. eligible
area) per M1 Class for Years 1 – 6 we can clearly see a pronounced shift away from areas with lower
scores (3-7) towards areas with higher scores (8-10) (Figure 1 below, repeated from Exec Summary).
While there are variations within this trend it is clear that there is a ‘shift’ to the right on the graph,
signifying an expansion in the overall area of Annex I habitat deemed to be in good to very good
condition, according to the BLP scoring system.
This is a very significant finding as it indicates a definite and very welcome trend with the condition of
sites across the programme area (c.50% of the designated land in the Burren) gradually improving.
Most importantly, it indicates that the ‘hybrid’ approach adopted by BLP – investing in site
infrastructure, addressing problem issues (scrub encroachment, silage feeding, water pollution) as
well as incentivising improvements in day-to-day management (grazing, feeding etc.), is actually
working.
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Figure 1. Comparison of M1 scores (by % of total M1 area per score) between 2010 and 2015.
Another way to present this data is to ‘subtract’ the areas per score in 2015 from the areas per score
in 2010. The resultant graph (Figure 6, below) emphasises even more strongly the ‘shift’ in scores
away from low (3-7) to high (8-10). The increase in the area scoring 0 is an artefact created by the
amnesty granted to farmers feeding silage in winter 2009/2010 before their entry to the BLP was
confirmed.

Figure 6. Change in overall M1 assessable area per M1 score between Years 6 and 1 (2015 & 2010)
This year on year improvement proves that the BLP is meeting its stated objective of improving the
condition of Annex I habitats in the Burren, while the relatively low financial cost (€70.5/M1
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assessable ha in 2015) proves that BLP achieves this in a way that offers the taxpayer excellent value
for money.
From the farmers’ perspective the M1 system seems to work very well, allowing them the freedom to
farm while providing a strong incentive to improve management. It is interesting to note that the
‘worst-performing’ farm, from a M1 scoring perspective, draws down only 31% of its possible M1
(€1,503 payment lost). In contrast, the best scoring farms draw 100% of their possible M1 (two farms
only). Overall the amount of M1 lost (‘not earned’) ranges from €88 to €6,912. These figures provide a
very real incentive for farmers to improve their management and to invest (through M2) in the
required infrastructure. In 2015 alone, 124 BLP farmers forfeited in excess of €1,000 of M1 payment,
73 of them forfeiting in excess of €2,000, a strong incentive for these farmers to adjust their systems.
This message has been strongly emphasised at Farmer Training events with the result that BLP
farmers are taking an increased interest in their Field scores with growing, though still small, numbers
of farmers querying their field scores.
6.5 M1 assessment of species-rich Burren Lowland Grasslands (Pastures & Meadows)
A total of 126 Burren Lowland Grassland fields (252 ha) were scored using the BLG assessment in
2015, including 10 ‘new’ BLG fields. Four of these had previously been scored with, or as, winterage;
one was previously a ‘habitat’ on a farm that exited REPS in 2014, and the remaining five were
species-rich grasslands identified in areas previously mapped as improved agricultural grassland (four
by the BFCP team and one by an advisor). A few BLG fields scored between 2011 and 2014, have been
‘lost’ due to land transfers, sales or inclusion for payments in other AES.
BLP staff have carried out a field survey to calculate a conservation value for 101 of these fields, those
for the remaining 25 having been estimated following a brief walk-through. More than half (62%) of
the fields assessed fall into categories A ‘Very high conservation value’, B1’ High conservation value’
and B2 ‘Good conservation value’ based on their botanical composition (Fig 7). Of the remainder, 24%
are deemed to be of more 'limited botanical value (categories C1 and C2) but with the potential to
become more species-rich over time with the correct management. The final 14% fall in the category
D, the minimum considered for payment to date, which are of very low botanical interest but may
help support pollinators through the presence of common nectar plants. In many cases, farmers find
it impossible to change the management of these category D fields to that which may help improve
their conservation value as they do not have alternative improved agricultural grassland. In view of
these facts, it is proposed to review the minimum conservation value that must be attained to make a
field eligible for inclusion in the proposed Burren Programme, the likely outcome being that category
D fields will no longer be eligible for payment.
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Figure 7. Conservation values of Burren Lowland Grassland fields scored in 2015 (n=101, estimates
excluded)
The average field score of the lowland grassland fields has increased steadily from 5.2 in 2011 to 6.4
in 2015 (Fig. 8). The main driver of this increase is the reduction in the number of fields scoring
between 3 and 6, and the associated increase in those scoring 7 to 10 which is illustrated by the data
for the 54 fields scored in both 2011 (when the BLG scoring methodology was introduced) and 2015
(Fig. 9).

Figure 8. Change in the average BLG field score between 2011 and 2015
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Figure 9. Change in field score for BLG fields scored in both 2011 and 2015 (n=54)
Although working quite well, it has been decided to review the BLG methodology, now that 5 years’
experience and data have been accumulated, to see if and how it could be improved. The following
are some of the issues to be addressed:
• Is there a simpler, quicker way of calculating the conservation value? e.g. the transect and
number of indicator species approach used in some German results-based programmes.
• What changes, if any, are needed to the current assessment criteria i.e. are there others that
should be included or any that are not applicable?
• Currently the top score that a field can achieve is limited by the conservation value i.e. only a
category A field can score a 10, categories B1 and B2 being limited to top scores of 9 and 8
respectively whilst C1, C2 and D are restricted to 6, 7 and 8 respectively provided the
management is optimum and there are no problems or threats. As the conservation value is
unlikely to improve, in all but a few cases, over the normal period of an AES, should
management play a greater role in determining the final score to encourage more farmers to
conserve this rare grassland type?
As stated in the 2014 report, both the farmers and majority of advisors are not putting forward fields
or areas that they think are eligible for payment under the Burren Lowland Grassland category, the
majority of new BLGs being identified by the BLP team in an ad hoc manner when visiting farms on
other matters. Undoubtedly, the main reason for this is the inability of the majority to identify
potential candidates despite encouragement to do so. It is hoped that the increased payments
proposed for these grasslands under the Burren Programme may lead to a greater focus on
identifying suitable pastures but this will need to be backed by suitable training for the farmers and a
set of clear guidelines as to what does and does not constitute a Burren Lowland Grassland.
6.6 Site visits and compliance checks by the BLP team
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Farm visits are a very important part of the BLP which fulfil many purposes, the most obvious being
compliance checks and monitoring. However, another significant reason is to liaise with the farmers
and advisers to discuss any issues or ideas they have in situ, thus ensuring that the BLP is seen as an
inclusive process which recognises their knowledge and experience and is not some faceless
bureaucracy.
The Project Manager & Project Scientist made at least one visit to the vast majority of the 158
programme farms in Year 6 for the purpose of farm planning. Some of these visits were in the
company of the farm advisor and/or the farmer. Multiple visits were necessary in some cases, in
particular when mechanical intervention was proposed (e.g. brushcutters, new access tracks).
On receipt of the farmers’ D1 ‘Declaration of Work Completed’ forms (closing date for receipt 8th Jan
2015), an additional 30 farms were visited in early 2015 specifically to audit work carried out under
the 2014 farm plans. An ‘A1 Audit Record Sheet’ (see Year 3 report) was used to assess the
completeness of the work done on each farm visited prior to payments being issued. As a result of
these visits, deductions were made on several farms for failure to complete tasks to an acceptable
standard.
Post-payment, if a site visit identifies that a farmer has falsely declared work as having been
completed, or if BLP staff are unhappy with the quality of work done, the job in question is re-inserted
into the plan with no additional funding. Furthermore, in 2013 a ‘Red Box’ system was introduced in
the farm plan (M2 section) which highlights to the farmer in red font the shortcomings found in the
M2 work done. The presence of a ‘populated’ Red Box in a plan not only serves as a warning to the
farmer but it is also used by BLP staff, and possibly DAFM inspectors, as a factor in selecting sites for
pre-payment inspections.
A proportion of the M1 scores for individual fields were checked in 2015 and the scores amended as
necessary. The focus for checks is on fields whose score had changed by several classes as well as
those fields not checked in Years 1-5 (mainly new entrants).

Other prizewinners at the 2015
Origin Green BLP Farming for
Conservation Awards
(clockwise from top): Michael
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Moroney (Most improved farm), JJ Keane (Best meadow) and Philomena Hynes (Best quality of M2
work). Also pictured are Jim O’Toole, Bord Bia, and Paula McHale and Sharon Parr of BLP
© Willie O’Reilly.
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7. BLP Training, Education and Communication work
7.1 Farmer Training
The mandatory annual farmer training Courses were held in December 2015 comprising of a three
hour classroom session (3 separate events). There was close to maximum attendance (bar 1-2
farmers who were ill) at these sessions and very positive feedback from attendees. The field trip
element did not take place this year due to a combination of factors including delays while working on
BLP expansion and poor weather. However the BLP team organised a voluntary training event for BLP
farmers focussing on the field scoring system. This was held in August 2015 and was attended by 20
farmers. It would be very useful to repeat this course in future years based on demand.

7.2 Media
The BLP continues to enjoy a very strong and positive media profile at a local, national and
international level. BLP feature regularly on Clare FM and in the local newspapers; the Clare People,
Clare Champion, north Clare Local and Connaught Tribune. National newspapers have featured or
included BLP in numerous articles including:
-

Coverage of Royal visit to the Burren by HRH Prince Charles
Three full-page articles on Articles on High Nature Value Farming in the Irish Times
Coverage of the Burren Winterage weekend
Coverage of the expansion of the BLP (incl Irish Farmers Journal, to be published)
Numerous articles on Irish beef by Bord Bia affiliated journalists

The programme website www.burrenlife.com and logo was redesigned in 2015 to give them a more
upbeat, contemporary look. As the EU LIFE project timescale for maintaining a website expired in May
2015, it was possible (and necessary) to develop the new website which contains all the relevant
content on the Burren LIFE project as well as the Burren Farming for Conservation Programme (BFCP).
It was also decided to rebrand the BFCP as the ‘Burren Life Programme’ as this is the name under
which the programme is best known. A new logo using Burren colours was designed to reflect this.
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7.3 Educational activities
In total over 1,500 people have attended presentations and/or participated in field trips hosted by the
BLP team in 2015, with c.30 recorded events delivered by the BLP team. The large number of public
speaking engagements included keynote presentations at the Teagasc Biodiversity Conference and a
workshop of the EU N2000 biogeographic zone platform in Madrid. Others were a presentation at the
DAFM ‘Locally-led AES’ seminar in Portlaoise, and a presentation and workshop at the International
Land Conservation Network European conference in Berlin amongst others.
The BLP team were also centrally involved in organising the 2015 Burren Winterage School in Corofin
in conjunction with Burren IFA, Burrenbeo Trust and the European Forum on Nature Conservation and
Pastoralism (www.efncp.org). This event attracted 150 delegates, many of them from mainland
Europe, to discuss issues around ‘Supporting HNV farming in Europe’. The conference included a
presentation on the BLP, site visits to BLP farms and, in conjunction with Bord Bia, the inaugural
‘Origin Green Farming for Conservation Awards’ during which 6 BLP farmers/farm families received
cash prizes totalling €2,000.
The BLP team have been inundated with requests to host visiting groups (where possible all such
requests are accommodated) and invitations to speak at National and International events. Where
possible, the BLP team try to connect visiting groups with local farmers, particularly those who are
members of a local farm heritage tourism co-op. Several such farmers earn a part-time living from
hosting visiting groups on their farms and the BLP team try to support such initiatives where possible.
In 2015, the BLP hosted (delivering lectures and/or walks) a large number of visiting groups including:
• The entourages of HRH Prince Charles and German President Joachim Gauck;
• University Groups from Dublin, Cork, Galway, Notre Dame, Wisconsin and elsewhere;
• Farmer groups from Wicklow, Boleybrack, Slieve Aughties, Blackstairs mtns, Aran Islands;
Rathcroghan (Roscommon) and Nephin (Mayo);
• The IFA National Rural Development Committee;
• International study groups from the UK, Demark and Spain;
• Several hundred visitors who attended the Burren Winterage weekend cattle drove.
7.4 Data Management
Data management continued as described in previous Programme reports. A series of databases has
been set up and is being maintained to manage and store the wide variety of data and additional
information generated by the BLP. This includes Microsoft Excel format spreadsheets of successful
applicants and appellants, advisors, workers (available to assist participants with Measure 2 work),
contacts, farm plan checks and site visits, farmer training bookings and attendance, receipt of signed
plans, Measure 2 declaration forms (Form D1 and Form D2) and receipts requested, farmer and
advisor feedback, summary data from farm plans (including areas (ha), REPS/AEOS participation,
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payments, length/area/number for Measure 2 tasks and M1 scores), payment checks, detailed
Measure 1 assessment records for monitoring purposes, distribution of Best Practice Guides,
education events, meetings, and media work.
GIS databases have been set up and include spatial data such as DAFM land parcels, Ordnance Survey
Ireland maps and aerial photos (for which a third party licence request via NPWS was applied for in
June 2010), farm boundaries, field boundaries, SAC designated areas, and national monuments.
All practical precautions are in place to protect sensitive data, such as BLP participants’ contact and
payment information. Measures include keeping the office and laptops secure, using password
protection on electronic files that contain sensitive data and issuing passwords only to those who
need them (under separate cover). As it was unclear whether HNVS Ltd was required to register with
the Data Protection Commissioner, an application for registration was completed in 2010, this was
considered and registration deemed to be unnecessary.

8. Conclusion
This report summarises the progress and impact of the Burren Life Programme during its sixth year of
operation in 2015. The BLP has been able to demonstrate a continuation of the positive impact
delivered in previous years, which has seen an improvement in the condition of the Burren’s habitats,
water quality and cultural heritage, as well as providing very positive financial and advisory support to
local farmers and to the wider community.
The national and international reputation of the BLP continues to grow and is now widely cited as an
exemplar of a locally-led, results-based Agri-Environment Scheme. The ‘hybrid’ approach advocated
by the BLP has been highlighted at the EU level through a series of publications while at National level
work is underway to expand the BLP (as the ‘Burren Programme’) across the Burren and employ the
locally-led approach to other environmental challenges across Ireland. Most importantly, the
programme and its approach retain a high level of support among local farmers, and the programme
office is inundated with interest from other Burren farmers who want to join up.
BLP is unique in being able to demonstrate at a field, farm and landscape level its impact on
environmental health. Employing the BLP field scoring system on 7,320ha of Burren SAC (c.12,000ha
‘digitised’) the programme can clearly demonstrate gradual but significant improvements in Measure
1 scores from year to year, testament to the actual, on-site effectiveness of the BLP.
A huge amount of ‘capital work’ continues to take place under Measure 2 of the BLP which has laid
the foundations for the improvement in measure 1 scores but which will also leave a lasting legacy for
the region. While in general the quality of the work has been excellent, the BLP team continue to
encounter instances of poor quality work and make every effort to ensure this is addressed by the
farmer in question, or failing this, to recover the money spent.
After 6 years BLP farmers, advisors and staff are much more familiar with the workings of the BLP and
what is expected of them. This bank of experience and knowledge will be very important in the future
expansion of the programme (to 4-500 farmers), as planned for under the new RDP. Continuing
challenges for the project team include the uneven distribution of farm plan submissions and the
heavy bureaucratic burden associated with securing permissions for M2 works.
The BLP team look forward to the DAFM-led roll-out of the new ‘Burren Programme’ in 2016, while
wary of the inherent challenges in expanding the BLP with such little run-in time. The BLP team are
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very grateful to NPWS for their funding of the BLP team and local office over the past 6, successful,
years.
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